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Becoming the model of lhe Engaged University
"War to Peace" academic conference showcases engaged learning experiences

C

uriosity is high regarding exactly what we mean
by our new vision to be the national model of
the Engaged University: Engaged with ideas and
the world. Many are asking, "What is an engaged
university? And what does it mean to become the
model?" The cover story of this edition of Madison provides a
compelling example of what we mean.
"Intelligence and the Transition from War to Peace," an academic conference held on campus in March, explored how the
administration of President Bill Clinton worked toward ending
the Bosnian conflict in the mid- l 990s. The two-day event was
made possible by the release of intelligence documents declassified uncharacteristically early by the CIA and Clinton Presidential Library. Conference organizer and JMU integrated science
and technology professor Tim Walton - a 24-year CIA veteran
himself - was doing intelligence analysis at the CIA during
the Bosnian conflict. Much of his work at that time directly
affected decisions made by the Clinton administration regarding U.S. actions in Bosnia.
The conference was a fascinating convening in its own right,
but how does it epitomize what we mean by the Engaged University? And why is it important? Could it perhaps teach us anything about circumsta nces around the
globe today? We need
look no further than
Syria for an answer.
At the conference,
James Madison University community
members gained an insider's perspective on how intelligence is
used to make executive decisions during a military conflict. Discovering just how complex the situation was leading to U.S.
involvement in Bosnia was an eye-opening experience for everyone in attendance. For example, media at the time portrayed
the Bosnian conflict as one focused on ethnic conflict. While
this was a factor, and ethnic cleansing tragically occurred, the
intelligence examined at the conference revealed other root
causes that were not discussed much in the media at that time.

'The conference was a
fascinating convening
in its own right, but
how does it epitomize
what we mean by the
Engaged University?'
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Why is this important for our students and campus community? Obviously, for those majoring in intelligence analysis,
learning how to interpret complex intelligence from primary
sources while still an undergraduate - and through interactions with renowned experts from the field - is an enormous
and rare opportunity. But in a more general sense, discovering
that real events might involve factors and nuances not captured
in news coverage is a critical message for us all - especially
when facing a decision to send our troops into an active military conflict.
The current situation in Syria raises arguably similar ethical,
moral and strategic questions for our nation and our world. All
who attended the "Intelligence and the Transition from War to
Peace" conference now have a keener sense of what might really
be going on when processing the news coming from Syria. If
our leaders decide to engage U.S . forces in Syria, what will be
your position on the decision? And on what information will
you base it? As citizens in a republic ruled by popular sovereignty, it is imperative we understand such issues.
You will find extensive coverage of the "War to Peace" conference in this issue of Madison (Page 30) , along with what you've
come to expect as rich and lively coverage of the vibrant JMU
community on and off campus. I would like to draw your attention in particular to content describing the extraordinarily entrepreneurial activities on campus (See Pages 17, 22 and 29), While
some associate entrepreneurship exclusively with business and
commerce, at JMU it is a way of thinking which pervades every
discipline. In a world where the velocity of change increases more
and more, cultivating such a zeal for creativity and innovation is
critical to the success of our students and alumni. It is critical too
for the university itself as we seek to become the national model
of the Engaged University. Such a vision is bold, and to attain it
we must exert ourselves with the restless passion of entrepreneurs.
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